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In 1962 Harold
Slosberg bought 40
acres off Mountain

Avenue and three
years ago, our
modern Orlando
Smith, Bob Denesha,
discovered an old
quarry road and
thousands of tons of
granite lying on the
ground. UBS harvests
stones from the overburden and has them processed into veneer
stone. It has used several tons for a wall across from the Kellogg
Mansion in Watch Hill, used pink granite veneer stones for a home
in Weekapaug, and Westerly blue for pool steps and coping. As
Denesha is fond of saying, “Westerly granite is back on the market
after sixty years.”

In truth, Westerly granite and the men
who worked with granite have never
disappeared, but have reinvented
themselves. UBS is selling veneer stones;
Sam Cherenzia and Peter Sacco are
crushing stone; others are designing and
lettering memorials even if the granite no
longer comes out of the Westerly quarries.
Computers and sandblasting have
replaced chisels and drafting, and China
and India have replaced Westerly as
sources.

Harold Buzzi, nearly 80, knows the
importance of design. He does the
lettering prep by hand, saying that
computers are fine for government
markers, but not for monuments which
require artistry in the spacing and
presentation of the lettering. “Lettering
makes the stone,” he says, but adds that
sadly for some people “as long as you
spell it correctly, no one cares how it
looks.”

Roger Shawn, using some treasured tools
from Bonner, also does hand lettering and

then sandblasts to get the final results. Ron Nalbandian uses stones
from Barre, Vermont and a computer program for stencil-cutting for
the letters.

Richard Comolli comes from a noted family of granite workers and,
most days about noon, one can find him carving. He and Bob
Greene worked together for 40 years (some of those for Bonner) and
are probably the last of the active carvers in town.

Twelve years ago, Comolli bought the Sullivan Quarry in Bradford
and pumped the 80' deep Percy Bliven Hole dry to see what was at
the bottom. Richard Champlin used a 100 ton crane to pull out 10 or
12 pieces of Sullivan blue which were then sent to Barre to be sawn.
Soon after, a car ran into The Westerly War Memorial at the foot of
Granite Street and Comolli was able to match the granite to make
repairs. The hole refilled with water within two weeks, leaving no
trace of what had been done, but Westerly granite and Westerly men
had saved the day.
Ellen L. Madison 
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Westerly Granite is available for building needs at United
Builders in Westerly.
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Skilled stone carving is still done today at the Comolli Granite Company.

Recently, United Builders Supply provided
samples of both Westerly Pink and Westerly Blue
to the German Research Centre for Geosciences
in Potsdam, Germany. These samples are being
used to study the brittle fracture in the Earth
modeling, the processes preceeding powerful
earthquakes. Westerly Granite
fits very well for these
researches because of the small
grain size, pretty homogenous
properties and repeatability of
experiments. The U.S.
Geological Survey has been studying Westerly
Granite for decades, and now international
research groups will be able to conduct similar
studies thanks to United Builders Supply.

Westerly Granite in stock at United Builders Supply Co. awaiting
shipment. Westerly Pink and Blue Granites are available as a “Thin-
Stone” and full bed veneer in both Square, Rectangle and Ashler Strips.

Documented Granite Workers

Burke, Michael J.

Burke, Michael

Burke, Michael W.

Burke, Patrick

Burke, Patrick E.

Burney, Thomas

Burnie, William

Burns, Jim

Burns, John

Burns, Joseph

Burns, Philip

Burtley, John

Buzzi, Angelo

Buzzi, Harold

Buzzicut, James

Byrne, Patrick

Caddy, P. E.

Caddy, Peter

Caduri, Battista

Caladeia, A.

Calder, Robert

Calderava, G.

Callahan, Charles

Cameron, John

Cameron, James

Canales, Cecilio

John Cameron, most noted as a setter,
lived at 16 Benefit Street. His talent is
reflected in the stonework around the
front porch featuring diamonds of blue
Westerly granite which contrast with
red Westerly in the rest of the
stonework. 

Cameron worked on the team
that set the State of Maine
War Memorial in Kittery, ME.

Stone Chips

One of my first chores, as I can remember, was to take my father’s lunch to
him on Saturday, in his lunch pail which had tea in the bottom. And on the
top of it was always an English pasty. I would go up, and my father would
be cutting granite and he’s sit. He had a stove in his shed and he always
had a fire in there, so he’d put his pail on the stove, and then we’d sit down
and I always had the corner of his pasty.
Selena (Mrs. John) Burne (b. 1900) in an interview in 1985 Her father was William John Veal,
stonecutter at Smith’s and later in the granite business with William Rowe.

Coming

Next Week

In the quarries.

Share your stories, photos and artifacts. Be part of the
BSH Granite Research Center.

Please call us at 401-377-8490 or 401-322-0452 or
e-mail us at builtfromstone@gmail.com


